DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, BARHI
Affiliated to C.B.S.E.(10+2), New Delhi

Summer
Vacation Home
Work

Class: VII

Subject: English
Subject Tr. Name: Mr. Shashank Sinha
Subject Tr. Contact No: 9955044399

ERATURE
1. Write biographical sketch of Ruskin Bond and William Allingham.
2. Write summary of the poem ‘Birdie, Will You Pet?’
3. Write and learn word meanings, question-answers, HOTS, life skills, values and writing skills
of taught lessons.
WRITING SKILL
1. Write a speech on ‘Effects of Advertisement on Teenagers’ .
2. Write an article on ‘Computer a Boon or a Bane’.
GRAMMAR
1. Define sentence and its kinds. Give five examples of each.
2. Insert appropriate article and write ɸ where it is not required in the following sentences:
(i) Sunil found …………………. one rupee coin.
(ii) Raj is learning ……………… French now-a-days.
(iii) We spoke to ………………… European student.
(iv) This is ………………… unique thing.
(v) Rajiv is …………….. tallest boy in the class.
(vi) The rich should help ……………… poor.
(vii) He mustered ……………… courage and climbed up the stage.
(viii) Have you read …………….. Ramayana?
(ix) He is a man of ……………….. wisdom.
(x) ……… apple a day keeps doctor away

Subject: Maths

Subject: Science
Subject:PHYSICS
Subject Tr. Name:Pravin Kumar Ray
Subject Tr. Contact No:8340231541
1. Define the followings:
a) Heat
b) Temperature
c) Thermometer d) Conduction
e) Radiation
2. Why mercury is used in clinical thermometer? Give five reasons.
3. Differentiate between clinical thermometer and ordinary thermometer.
4. Draw sea breeze and land breeze on chart paper.
5. Write down examples of five heat conductors and five heat insulators.
6. Take a clinical thermometer and measure the body temperature of Your family
members in degree celsius.
7. Make a list of cooking utensils which have plastic handles.
8. What do you understand by reflection of light ? write the laws of reflection and draw
figure for it.
Subject:Chemistry
Subject Tr. Name:Umesh Kumar Rana
Subject Tr. Contact No:9123205471
1 All alkalis are bases but all bases are not alkalis justify this statement
2 State the difference between neutral ,aciidicand basic salts and ,Give one example of
each
3 Describe an activity to show that solution of salt in water can conduct electricity,
4 Write any two properties of salts,
5 Give two example of each mineral acids and organic acids
6 What is neutralization reaction? Explain with examples
7 Name any two substances that can be used as indicators,
8 Write down the chemical formula of aluminium sulphate and aluminium nitrate,
9 Give one example of displacement reaction,
10 Give the chemical symbol of Iron, and Silver,

Subject:Biology
Subject Tr. Name:Mamta Kumari
Subject Tr. Contact No:9122731787
1. Write the different modes of nutrition in plants and explain them with one example.
2. Describe the process of photosynthesis and also draw a well labelled diagram.

3.Write about extracellular digestion with examples.
4.Write about symbiotic relationship between leguminous plant and the bacteria.
Activity : Make the model of photosynthesis process.

Subject: Social Science

Subject:Geography...
Subject Tr. Name:Mamta Singh
Subject Tr. Contact No:9631 474 222...
Answer the following questions.....
1) Name the major components of environment..
2) Give the literal meaning of four spheres of environment...
3) What is the atmosphere composed of???
4) Define biosphere why it is important for us?
5) Why is the Earth called the 'Blue planet'???
6) Differentiate between physical and biological environment...
7) Draw and colour different spheres of environment..
Subject:- History
Subject Tr. Name:- MUNNI KUMARI
Contact no.:- 9939030293
1. Chapter 10 , The Rise of Small Kingdom in North India.Do A, B, C, D, E
2. On an outline map of India, mark the extent of the Rashtrakuta, Pala, Partihara and
Rajput kingdom.
Civics
Chapter 19, Our State Governments
1. What is the minimum age to be the Governor of a State?
2. Who appoints the Chief Minister of a State?
3. What is the minimum age to be the Chief Minister of a State?
4. Collect the following information about your state.
a. The map of your state.

b. Name of the Governor
c. Name the Chief Minister of your state.
5. Describe the power of the Governor of a State.

Subject: Sanskrit

Subject: Hindi

Subject: I.T.
Subject Tr. Name: Mantu Kumar Gope

Subject Tr. Contact No:9430300010
1.What is Text Document?
2. What is Presentation?
3. What is Scratch.
4. What is extension of scratch file?
5. How can rename file and folder?
6. What is Computer?
7.How Can create folder on desktop?
8.How Many types of Mouse.
9. Write and learn ch-1 & 2
10. Draw All fig. in ch-1 & 2

